Reproducible 6.10

Net and Wall Game Scenario 1
Solving the Tactical Problem: Creating Space in the Opponent’s Court

Name ________________________________________________ Date ______________________

Situation
This is a diagram of a court for a net game. The lines represent the boundaries of the court, and the center line is the net. In this situation players A and B are playing a net game. You are player B. Player A hits the ball (or shuttle) to you.

1. Place an X where you want to make your next shot land.
2. Explain why you have placed the X in this position.
3. What type of shot would you need to use?

Reproducible 6.10 Answer Key

Answer to Net and Wall Game Scenario 1

This scenario could be used with any net game involving singles play (badminton, tennis, pickleball). A correct answer would indicate that, as player B, the respondent should hit the ball to space to make player A move. The type of shot used might depend on the game being played.